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An effective integrated risk management
framework joins up covenant, investment
and funding.
Well managed schemes can deliver greater security for their members, and
enable trustees and sponsors to work collaboratively together to achieve
the best overall outcome.
The Pensions Regulator’s Code of Practice on Funding Defined Benefits
prompts trustees and sponsors to reassess whether they really do
“adopt an integrated approach to risk management across the key
risk areas to funding plan success – employer covenant, investment
and funding related risks.”

An integrated
approach
LCP is well placed to
help you operate a truly
integrated approach. We
have been weaving these
concepts together in our
advice for many years.
Our covenant advisers,
investment consultants
and scheme actuaries work
closely together, or with
other advisers, to deliver a
truly joined-up approach.

Agree objectives for the
scheme, which might be:
•

Target self-sufficiency within
the next 10 years

•

Reduce risk of contributions
doubling at the next valuation

•

Buyout and wind up in the
next 15 years

•

Limit the Value at Risk to less

Our real time software LCP
Visualise is readily accessible to
our clients, dynamically links up
funding and investment, and will
link in covenant risk metrics too.

Pension scheme risks should be understood, appropriately managed,
monitored and relevant contingency plans put in place so that actions are
taken promptly if any material risks crystallise. LCP Visualise can support
you with this process - it allows you to monitor the scheme’s position on
a daily basis and provides you with immediate notification when you
need to take action under a pre-defined plan.
A natural starting point for any funding or investment strategy review
is for the trustee and sponsor to consider and agree objectives for
the scheme.

than 25% of sponsor profits
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Integrated Risk Management
Continued
An integrated risk management framework to meet your objectives

Covenant
• How much is it appropriate for the
sponsor to pay?
• How much more might it be able
to pay if experience is poor?

Investment
• How much investment risk can
the covenant support?

• What might be the outcome for

• When do you reach your target

members if the sponsor failed?

level of funding?

• Could anything be done to
strengthen the covenant?
• Is the scheme a risk to the

• What is the funding target, based
on ultimate objectives?
• Discount rates reflect actual

• What return is required?

investment strategy but what

• Is this consistent with the

level of prudence is required?

broad objectives, or are any

sponsor?

Funding

objectives unrealistic and need
reconsidering?

• Are contributions appropriate?
• Valuation results and funding
plan then naturally fall out
of the process

Appropriate contributions
Balancing competing demands for cash

Lenders

Shareholders
Cash

Growth

Pension Scheme
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Want to find out more?
If you would like further information, please contact your
usual LCP adviser or one of the people below.

Jill Ampleford - Partner

James Atherton - Partner

John Clements - Partner

Jon Wolff - Partner

+44 (0)20 7432 6757
jill.ampleford@
lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 6630
james.atherton@
lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 0600
john.clements@
lcp.uk.com

+44 (0) 20 3824 7301
jonathan.wolff@
lcp.uk.com
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